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This book aims neither to accuse nor to justify. It is simply an account - an 
account of events that are little known in Germany, the origins of which are 
linked to the defeat at Stalingrad. The beliefs that people entertain on this 
subject are not very helpful: what tends to be seen over here as a betrayal, as a 
‘stain on the nation’s honour’, has mythological status in East Germany as the 
begetter of the Ulbricht state. Bias and falsification of the truth are thus evident 
on both sides. 
What is the truth?  
This book is a factual account. The speeches, newspaper articles, calls to action, 
radio broadcasts and sermons incorporated here are all genuine and archivally 
verifiable. Only in very few instances have reconstructions been attempted, 
always on the basis of my own or others’ memory of events. The people figuring 
in the account do so mostly under their own name; some of those who are still 
alive have been given different names, mainly at their own request. A small 
number are partly or completely fictional; indeed the author of the book and its 
central character should not to be directly equated with one another.  
What really matters here is the essential truth of what those involved at the time 
felt, thought, wrote, said and did. This essential truth cannot be accessed 
through documents, it has to be directly experienced. The author did so 
experience it, and has accordingly taken great care not to re-cast it to match the 
perspectives of the present, but instead to convey it exactly as it emerged from 
the specific circumstances of the time. 

H.G.  
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[…] 

 

Franz Breuer, prisoner of war, is lying on his back in the snow. It is beautiful, 
white, virgin snow. He sticks a handful of it in his mouth. It is refreshing; it 
takes the edge off his hunger and his thirst. 

Ten minutes’ rest, then it’s back on the road. The column of some one hundred 
prisoners will set off again on their southward march. To Beketovka, Sarepta 
and Krasnoarmeysk. To the Soviet bridgehead on the western bank of the Volga 
that had proved impregnable and from which one of Russia’s spearhead units 
had deployed to encircle the German 6th Army. Huge reception camps were said 
to be located there... 

He’s been a prisoner since his capture around noon two days earlier. 

He can't take a single step on his own or of his own volition. He is totally 
subordinated to the will of others. But this shouldn’t really bother him: it’s been 
that way for years, ever since that day in July 1939 when the brown postcard 
arrived calling him up. The only difference is that it’s now other people issuing 
the orders. No, that’s not the problem. And neither is the hunger. Over the last 
few months they’ve all had to learn to cope with hunger. And here there’s 
supposed to be four hundred grams of bread!  Four hundred grams of bread per 
day - unimaginable... 

Breuer stares up into the pale blue sky. Far above, a plane goes on its way, small 
and transparent, an amoeba in the infinite droplet that is the world. It’s a long-
range reconnaissance aircraft. How curious that he no longer has any link to this 
faraway German machine. 

‘Davai! Pa-idyom!’ 

The guards poke the sleeping men with the toe of their boot and occasionally 
give them a gentle prod with the butt of their rifle. These guards are not 
malicious. They’re patient and don’t force the pace. Time is measured 
differently here. 

Breuer struggles to his feet, forces his peaked cap onto his bandaged head, and 
heaves his gear onto his back. Then he joins the 6-man row right at the front. It’s 
safer there. It’s the badly wounded that struggle along at the back, growing ever 
weaker, the dying that came crawling out of Stalingrad’s cellars, driven by a 
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new but insane hope of saving their skins. And right at the very rear is a small 
rampaging group intent on plunder: men from occupied areas in the East 
dragooned into the army as quasi-Germans who no longer want to count as 
Germans, and Russian ‘volunteers’ who believe their hour has now come. 

Progress is slow. A few hundred metres ahead marches another column, ahead 
of that another, and then another. All of them simultaneously either moving or at 
rest, as if drawn by a single thread. 

The plane high above turns towards the west, becoming smaller and smaller. 
Long-range reconnaissance indeed! The front is far away, Germany is far away - 
2000 kilometres away. But it’s not just the physical distance... Until now 
Germany had always been with them wherever they went. When they’d crossed 
the River Bug on that fateful June day in 1941 they had taken Germany with 
them. Germany had accompanied them into the abandoned schoolrooms, the 
kolkhoz offices still draped with banners and red flags, the thatched hovels with 
icons glimmering in dark recesses. Their homeland had been with them 
everywhere - in Kirovograd and Nikolayev, in Kremenchuk and Kursk, in the 
Cossack villages along the Don. It had even been with them in the cauldron of 
Stalingrad - like a strangulated limb, it is true, but one to which they remained 
connected through the nerve fibres of mail, food supplies, orders, obedience, and 
longings of many kinds. But then, three days earlier, Reichsmarshall Goering, 
having pledged to rescue the 6th Army, had declared it dead and buried, and that 
last tenuous link had been broken. The world from which they had come had 
evaporated into a remote and murky fastness. Thus might the dead look back 
and see their earthly life...  And all around them now was a different world. An 
alien, utterly unfamiliar world whose signs and signals were still beyond their 
understanding. 

Strange thoughts keep besetting him on this third day since his capture. It had 
been different on the two previous days. Then, the sense of having escaped the 
ever present threat of physical extinction had produced a kind of euphoria. As 
they moved, unarmed, through the maze of shattered cellars and then southward 
along the devastated streets, and as the din of battle in the northern half of the 
city slowly faded away behind them, this strange sense of euphoria had 
overtaken them and grown stronger and stronger until in the end it had 
completely overwhelmed them like a great tidal wave: it was not the end; life 
was continuing... 
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And in this happy mood the strange new world now facing them had seemed 
almost like a pantomime. The first Soviet guard encountered amongst the ruined 
houses south of Theatre Square had squawked ‘Clock! Clock!’ at them and 
made his meaning clear by waving a dozen wristwatches around with his left 
hand while snatching fresh booty with his right. Breuer’s own wristwatch had 
disappeared before he was even aware of what was happening. Then there was 
the uniformed woman standing by the guard and overseeing proceedings with a 
stony face, a fur cap perched at a jaunty angle on her black hair, a submachine 
gun slung around her neck and a cigarette dangling from her garishly painted 
lips...  They had laughed. Red Army soldiers squatted around small fires, 
chatting; others danced with one another to the sound of an accordion or shot 
tracer shells into the sky for fun. Open-handedly and in all innocence they even 
offered Scho-Ka-Kola and Reemtsma ‘R6’ cigarettes acquired from air-dropped 
German supply canisters. ‘Fritz! Fritz!’ they called. ‘ Hey, Gitler kaputt?’, 
‘Gitler kaputt, war kaputt, we comrades now!’ They had laughed and clapped 
one another on the shoulder, constantly belching because of the liver paté that 
their stupid quartermaster had only released on the penultimate day of the battle. 

Not least there was the battalion commander they were paraded in front of: a 
roly-poly figure of a man, bare-headed and in a schnapps-fuelled mood of 
triumphal ecstasy. He showed off his paltry knowledge of German, made 
reference to ‘Geethe’ and ‘Geinrich Geine’ and had a translator read out the Red 
Army’s capitulation terms, by virtue of which the prisoners’ lives and their 
‘personal property and valuables’ were solemnly guaranteed - while at the same 
time his minions were making their way through the ranks showing the skills of 
professional thieves in extricating fountain pens, knives, watches etc. no matter 
how well hidden. The prisoners had just laughed and shaken their heads even at 
that, not least because their supplies of tobacco and food were left untouched. 
The Russians had no shortages there - after all, the Junkers were still dropping 
supply canisters. 

They couldn’t help laughing in the end even about the macabre ‘joke’ that was 
played on them at the cowshed where they spent their first night of captivity. 
Three men at a time had been taken inside in rapid succession, whereupon three 
shots would ring out from the depths of the shed. When - ashen-faced and 
frantic with fear - they then found themselves all present and correct and 
completely unharmed in the gloom of the stable, with the Russians laughing 
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their heads off - ‘Nix bullet back of head, hahaha! SS do bullet back of head!’ - 
they had mostly joined in the laughter out of sheer relief. 

The joke after the tragedy... 

It all looks very different today. Breuer’s comrades during the final days in 
Stalingrad - Hauptmann Eichert, Leutnant Schwarz, the indestructible Findeisen, 
Schwiderski the quartermaster from Danzig, the badly wounded Dierk - all of 
them gone. Around him, only unfamiliar faces. Hollow faces shrouded in cloth 
or fur. Often nothing but eyes, staring out from behind a piece of rag. Wounded 
men in tattered uniforms limping along on sticks or crutches. The sick and the 
emaciated, with lice-infested blankets around their shoulders and wisps of straw 
on their feet instead of boots. Some are well-fed and soundly clothed and carry 
carefully provisioned backpacks and  rucksacks; staff officers in braided caps, 
specialist support personnel, military police in sheepskin jackets and fur caps 
complete with the Nazi emblems, Russian ‘volunteers’, Croats, Romanians. All 
of them with the same curious look - hard and mistrustful, or simply vacant. 
There’s nothing left to bind them together. The power structure that had 
generated their sense of community no longer exists. Their task, the goal that 
had been laid upon them: gone. Probably in most cases, too, they barely have 
enough strength to help themselves, let alone their neighbour. Each one of them 
must look after himself. They had been declared dead, so as good as dead they 
now must be. ‘Nibelungs’,’Brave Spartans’, ‘Heroes of National Socialism’: 
such designations are fit now only for war memorials and moral tracts. 
Abandoned, betrayed. Cast out into the solitude of the self. All of them dead, by 
order.   

A truck comes trundling along the road. A yelp, then shouting. The truck rattles 
past, the men on board jeering and shaking their fists. One of them holds his 
booty aloft: a cram-full backpack. The victim can be heard lamenting his loss 
somewhere down the line, but no one turns around to look. The Russians troops 
at the front, flush with their victory, had been amiable and generous-minded. 
But this is the hinterland now, somewhere betwixt and between, and the local 
support-and-supply troops, keen to get a share of the spoils, are busily 
conducting their own private war. Breuer ties the cord holding his bundle even 
tighter. Surely no one’s going to make a grab for a ragbag that looks as if it 
belongs to a tramp? No one’s going to suspect that inside his lice-infested horse 
blanket there’s a pair of German felt boots! On his feet he’s wearing the 
standard-issue jackboots that the quartermaster had given him just in case. You 
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wouldn’t get very far wearing felt boots, and certainly not if you wore riding 
boots... 

The town is still far away, a faint silhouette, jagged like a piece of shrapnel, 
shrouded in reddish mist. Open countryside stretches all around them. Ahead of 
them marches another column, beyond that another, and then another. The road, 
its broad sweep now visible into the far distance, is dotted with these little 
groups of marchers, all surrounded by their Russian guards and shuffling along 
like herds of sheep. The remnants of the defeated 6th Army en route to captivity. 
It has already gone on for days, and will doubtless continue for several more. 
91,000 prisoners, according to the Red Army’s final tally, read out to them that 
morning. 91,000 men, 2,500 of whom are officers, plus 24 generals, including 
two top-ranking generals and a field marshal. A field marshal promoted at the 
very climax of his defeat... 

Another break. And once again, the delicious, pure, refreshing snow. Two men 
lying close to Breuer are chatting - a rare event. 

‘Just have to make sure we hold out for the next few days!’ 

‘ - the next few days?’ 

‘Sure! The Führer’s going to do a swap, isn’t he!’ 

‘Oh yes?!’ 

‘Yes! Via Sweden, on a 1-to-5 basis - one of us from Stalingrad in exchange for 
five Russians. He’s got enough of them left, that’s for sure.’ 

‘Swap! Who says?’ 

‘That colonel back there - the one they took the boots from. He says it’s a dead 
cert.’ 

‘Colonel, my foot! What does he know?!’ 

‘You’ll see! All that priceless German blood - the Führer will never turn his 
back on us.’ 

An exchange?! What a joke! ‘Priceless German blood’! ... Yes, if only Goering 
hadn’t said all that stuff on 30 January! On precisely the tenth anniversary of the 
Nazis’ ‘seizure of power’ he ceremoniously nailed them into their coffins and 
buried them all. No one exchanges corpses. 
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On the move again, heading for an unknown future to which hope lends a 
specious gloss. It is cold - so cold that everyone’s breath stays hanging in front 
of their faces as a cloud of whiteness. Somewhere there will surely be warmth.   

Exchange? - No one exchanges corpses. There’s no going back. No one has ever 
returned from the Beyond. The dead… 

There’s something lying in the middle of the road up ahead. A small heap of 
something field-grey. They slowly get closer to it, split unbidden down the 
middle and pass it by on either side. It looks like a heap of rags. But there’s a 
hand sticking out, its fingers scratching at the smooth-polished ice of the road. 
And there’s a head, swathed in pieces of cloth and lolling in a pool of blood. A 
terrible red colour, bright and gleaming and giving off a thin little cloud of 
steam...   The guards are humane, they don’t drive anyone on, they don’t shout 
and curse. That’s their orders. But they’re also under orders to shoot anyone 
dead who can no longer maintain the pace. Perhaps that’s humane as well. 

Breuer shudders. Perhaps by now Dierk’s lying somewhere along the road as 
well - he didn’t really stand much chance. Perhaps he too, Breuer himself, 
would now also...  Could even have happened the previous evening... 

The previous evening.  Oh yes, that was quite something...  A street in the 
southern part of the city, swathed in darkness. Dugouts, barbed wire, frozen 
piles of rubble across which they were trying to get away, stumbling and all 
clinging on to one another. ‘Halt!’ To their right, the ghostly silhouette of a 
ruined house. A voice called out for the most senior officer. Hauptmann Eichert 
stepped forward, and disappeared into the darkness. 

After a while he returned. ‘Breuer, you’re the intelligence officer. Get going - 
it’s you they want.’ Breuer felt himself being propelled out of the line, and, led 
by a shadowy figure and groping his way past sandbags and down a stone 
stairway into the dark depths of a cellar, he suddenly found himself in a long, 
overheated room. A gramophone was grinding out a fervent battle song. A girl 
was sitting at a typewriter typing with two fingers in the light of a lantern. A 
second paraffin lamp hung from the low ceiling. 

The shadowy figure that had led him down here revealed himself in the 
flickering light to be a weedy-looking young man who radiated a sense of being 
extremely busy. He was wearing a Russian uniform shirt without any insignia, 
his sparse hair was cut long in the German style and brushed back. He informed 
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Breuer that he was now in the staff office of the 7th Battalion of an infantry 
regiment, and that ‘the General’ wished to see him. 

And what a truly spectral scene then confronted him! A cellar with a low-slung 
vaulted ceiling; a long narrow table; at each end a large shell case, the openings 
of which had been hammered to form narrow slits from which rose reddish 
tongues of flame, flickering and sending tendrils of sooty smoke to the ceiling. 
Behind the table, half a dozen Soviet officers, like some mediaeval secret court. 
At the centre of the table, a sort of uniformed Buddha, fat and heavy, and with a 
round, apoplectic-looking face. It all seemed quite unreal to Breuer, who for 
months had only seen faces gaunt from starvation. 

A chair stood in the centre of the room. Breuer was ordered to sit on it. The 
officers gazed at him in silence, and Breuer could feel beads of sweat forming 
beneath the bandage around his head and dribbling down every now and again 
through his stubble. The young Russian stood waiting somewhere off to the side 
between chair and table.  

After quite some time the fat man muttered a few words, almost without moving 
his lips. 

‘The Herr General ask, what is your name?’ 

Breuer gave his name. 

Age? Profession? Graduate? The interpreter translated. 

‘The Herr General ask, you think Germany still can wins this war?’ 

‘The war is lost’, Breuer replied quietly. And he suddenly remembered that in 
the autumn of ’41 Russian prisoners had given him the same answer to the same 
question after the Battle of Kiev. 

The Russians nodded to one another. Then one of them whispered into the fat 
man’s ear. Slouched right back in his chair and with his arms folded across his 
belly, the fat man moved his lips once again. 

‘The Herr General ask, how many agents you use?’ 

The look on Breuer’s face showed his incomprehension. 

‘Tell now, how many spy you use against us? You not understand?’ 

‘Spies?’ Breuer shook his head. ‘I didn’t use any spies.’ 
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The officers smiled at each other. The general waved the question away, and 
asked another instead.  

‘The Herr General ask, if he send you back to the front and he let you free, you 
want go back to Germany?’ 

Let him free... Go back to Germany...  Blood rushed to Breuer’s face, but soon 
subsided as he pictured Leutnant Wiese in the dugout at Gumrak, half-dead and 
already wearing that visionary look so common in the dying: there was no way 
back any more. 

‘I have a wife and two children back home’, he said helplessly. 

The Russians gazed at him in silence.  

‘The Herr General ask, you want something?’ 

‘Yes - something to eat’, murmured Breuer. Except for a couple of bits of Scho-
Ka-Kola chocolate he had had nothing to eat for two days. 

A small table soon appeared. On it: bread, sugar, tea; a lump of speck as big as 
his fist; a small glass of vodka. Breuer ate, watched the whole time by the 
Russians, silent and motionless, only their shadows dancing on the cellar walls 
like drunken ghosts in the flickering light from the shell-case lamps. 

After that came a metal-frame camp bed, blankets, warmth. 

‘You sleep here with us. Orders from the Herr General. Tomorrow early 
continue march to camp with different group.’ 

Breuer scarcely took any of this in. He tucked his bundle of possessions under 
his head, pulled the blankets right up, and, as sleep descended on him, felt 
nothing beyond the lethargic wanderings of the lice on his body. 

That was yesterday. 

 

They have been marching ever since daybreak - for many long hours now. Rest - 
slog on; rest - slog on...  The march will end at some point. Somewhere there 
will be a camp, there will be warmth and a place to sleep. And food. The 
promised 400 grams of bread. Breuer is not yet achingly hungry. The supper 
given to him on the orders of the Russian general is still keeping him going. And 
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Eichert’s hoard of liver sausage is still causing him to belch from time to time. 
Eichert and the others: will he ever see them again?! 

Houses come into view in the far distance and slowly come closer. Scattered, 
low-built hovels made of timber and clay, beyond them a few tall, stone-built 
blocks. They cross rail tracks and immediately find themselves in the centre of 
the town. Beketovka. Large numbers of people on the streets, mostly women 
and children. So near to the city of death, yet so full of life! Expressionless 
faces, but searching eyes. Scarcely any threatening words or gestures. A few 
youths dash forward and make to throw a punch but are held back by the guards, 
calmly but firmly. No hullabaloo, in fact almost no noise at all. Breuer’s very 
skin can feel the gazes scouring his face, and to his surprise he occasionally 
senses a hint of compassion. Ah yes - it must be the bandage around his head! 
The filthy, blood-encrusted thing must make him a terrible sight. The wound by 
his left eye seems to have healed up quite well, though, and the pain has largely 
gone. How curious that head bandages have such a powerful effect as the classic 
emblem of picture-book heroism. A hero with a gunshot wound to the stomach, 
or without any feet because of frostbite: unimaginable! 

And there it is: that must be the camp! Makeshift barbed wire fencing, already 
torn and ragged in places. Beyond the fencing: large sheds - low, brick-built 
structures with holes for windows and in some cases without a roof...  The 
groups of marchers are forming an ever bigger throng in front of the barbed 
wire. And behind the wire, too, where the snow has been churned to mud, is 
another jumbled throng of people. So this is the camp...  What on earth had they 
expected?! 91,000 prisoners! Not to mention the fact that the place has suffered 
bombing for months... 

They are brought to a halt, and permitted to sit by the roadside. It might be hours 
before they’re channelled into the camp. And what then?  

‘Intelligence officers? Any intelligence officers here?’ 

A German ‘specialist officer’ is passing along the rows of seated men, 
accompanied by a Russian officer. Breuer had come across this specialist officer 
at 6th Army headquarters. A brisk and bustling type, now serving a new master. 
Interpreters are not going to do badly in this new scenario. But perhaps that, too, 
is a false assumption? 

‘Intelligence? Anyone here from intelligence?’ 
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‘Over here!’ shouts Breuer. Being from intelligence seems to be a good thing: 
it’s already got him a meal and a night’s sleep in a proper bed. He looks across 
at the camp. A field kitchen has just arrived. Mayhem on all sides, with a great 
hubbub of shouting and general noise. Armed squads rush in, a shot is fired...  

A bit further along, a small group of senior officers stands waiting. Two are 
colonels from the medical corps. 

‘So what’s wrong with you, then?’ one of them asks. ‘Eye injury? Let me take a 
look!’ He carefully lifts the bandage. ‘I’m an eye specialist, as it happens. 
Twelve years in South America. Dr Unschlichter. Ever heard of me?’ 

‘Sorry - no.’ 

Breuer’s eye is now exposed. The doctor pushes up his scabbed eyelid, and 
dazzling light streams into his head. ‘Left... right...  Please follow my finger!’ 

His eye moves. He can see. But the unbearably bright image doesn’t coincide 
with the image from his other eye. It’s crooked. 

‘Ocular misalignment, double vision’, murmurs the doctor. ‘Hm, yes...  
Probably need an operation at some point. The eyeball itself is undamaged, 
though.’ He carefully replaces the bandage. ‘No traumatic fever, no sepsis - 
amazing...  You’re lucky to have survived that, my friend!’ 

Survived it, yes, and that’s about all... 

‘So, Dr Rickmers,’ Breuer hears someone next to him say, ‘what about this 
dizziness of mine? I’m not sure - I think I may be getting typhus.’ 

He’s a colonel. He’s wearing a fur-lined jacket with sheepskin collar; sheepskin 
on his peaked cap too. Beneath it, a narrow, smooth-shaven, delicate face. At his 
feet, an almost brand-new cowhide suitcase, next to it a shapeless bed-roll 
fastened with a leather belt. 

‘Well, now, Herr Dumont’, replied the man addressed as Dr Rickmers, ‘for that 
to be the case you would first need to have had lice, and you...’ 

‘But please, Doctor, this weakness I’m feeling just isn’t natural...’ The colonel’s 
face contorted into the sullen grimace of a constipated sheepdog. ‘If at least I 
had someone to carry my luggage...’.  He looked expectantly at Breuer, who 
looked back at him uncomprehendingly. 
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Survived, yes; he has survived. Why? Why has such a miracle happened to him? 

A truck came roaring towards them. Lurching around on the back of it were the 
Russian officer and the German interpreter. 

‘Wonder what this means?’ grumbled the colonel. ‘Perhaps we’d have done 
better to melt into the mass, wear a private’s uniform, pretend to be any old 
trooper...’. 

The interpreter jumped down from the truck and obligingly took charge of 
Colonel Dumont’s luggage. 

 

 

It’s not going to get light. 

This filthy dump of a place is never going to get light. 

And no wonder, either: the hole where six bricks were left out towards the top of 
the wall allows very little light to enter. Half way up the wall along one side and 
one end of the room runs a 2-metre-wide wooden shelf. Anyone sitting on it and 
stretching their arm up can almost touch the roof. The planks of the shelf and the 
concrete floor are covered with a thin layer of rotting straw. It is drier up on the 
shelf, but the air is worse. There had been room on the shelf when they arrived 
the previous afternoon, but now it’s completely full. There had been new 
arrivals during the night... 

Breuer’s lying on the lower level. It’s damp down here, because of the snow 
brought in by all the newcomers. He sits up. He can’t sleep any more, it stinks 
too much. And the stench doesn’t only come from the door area where the two 
large bins are located - the provisions bin and the latrine bin. Neither has a 
cover. The only means of support on the latrine bin is a heavy stick laid across 
its top. Hopefully people won’t use the wrong bin when they stagger there half 
asleep in the middle of the night! Twelve paces there, twelve paces back, 
accompanied by the curses of the men who get trodden on. 

It occurs to Breuer that the room is actually quite big: eight to nine metres in 
length, and about half that in width. When, a week earlier, they had first stood 
trembling with cold and exhaustion in front of the eerie windowless building, 
they hadn’t imagined that it could contain such a large space. 
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They had been completely bewildered to find themselves standing in front of 
such a building, turn-of-the-century in style, with its two storeys and grey 
stucco, its tall windows, and its double doors approached via a stone staircase. 
In Tsarist days a rich merchant might well have lived there; perhaps there had 
been a garden there once with trees and bushes, and a swing for the children. 

Now it was a wreck of a place, stuck in a frozen fastness by the side of an 
unmade road strewn with rubble and debris. Its stucco façade had disintegrated, 
its windows were bricked up, with just a few small openings left at the top of 
some of them like gun slits.    

The house looked dead - but strange noises could be heard coming out of it. A 
harsh, rhythmic banging noise; rough voices, cursing and swearing; a piercing 
shriek - a woman perhaps, or a child. Amidst all that: an incessant whimpering 
sound, as though from an animal. 

The Beketovka prison.. 

They had stood there on the road in front of the building for almost an hour, 
their teeth chattering in the cold. Then the sergeant had come back out of the 
building screaming obscenities and made them hump their belongings back to 
their original quarters. So far as they could understand from his foul-mouthed 
rant, the prison was already full to bursting - and they had breathed a sigh of 
relief. 

Six days later, on 13 February, i.e. yesterday, they had found themselves 
standing in the same place. And this time there was room... 

Where on earth does this terrible stench come from? Not solely from the latrine 
bin over there, or from the smells given off by forty filth-encrusted men in an 
airless room. There’s another source somewhere... 

To Breuer’s right lies colonel Dumont, shrouded in fur and blankets and with his 
knees drawn up towards his chest. Every now and again as he sleeps his 
backside bumps against Breuer, and he emits a little whine like a puppy. In fact 
he’s like a dog in all sorts of ways - an overbred pedigree dog, but one that for 
the time being at least looks thoroughly bedraggled. But in due course he’ll 
shave and put polish on the leather toe caps of his felt boots. Or perhaps the 
interpreter man who’s been carrying his baggage for him will do it instead. 
Dumont will then repay him by lending him his razor, but that’s about as far as 
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his thanks will go. Colonel Dumont still has everything he needs - and he 
doesn’t like giving any of it away. 

On their first day in their original quarters - which in comparison now seemed 
like the Garden of Eden - Breuer had discovered two tablets of compressed 
coffee broken into pieces in one of his coat pockets. 

‘Ah - so you’ve still got some coffee, have you?!’ 

Colonel Dumont insisted on taking the broken pieces into the kitchen and 
making coffee, which was then doled out to all and sundry. That same evening 
he fished out a small packet of tea from somewhere and sniffed at it with 
wrinkled nose. ‘Pity: not enough for everybody!’ He drank his tea with the two 
colonels from the medical corps. The others were given the dregs to make a 
watery second brew. Later they made cigarettes out of the dried tea leaves, while 
Dumont smoked one of his oriental-style Senoussis with great relish. 

Yes, colonel Dumont still has lots of goodies - chocolate, tobacco, biscuits, and 
small tins of food, which he secretly scoffs at night when everyone else is 
asleep. When, soon after their arrival the previous day, they had been ordered to 
go for delousing and to take all their belongings with them, he had hidden his 
suitcase quick as a flash beneath the straw... 

The delousing process itself was nightmarish. The banya - the bath house - was 
a cave-like space somewhere down in the cellars, illuminated solely by the glow 
from a gigantic furnace. In front of the furnace stood two sweating men wearing 
nothing but fatigue trousers and looking like the murderous ironsmiths in 
Schiller’s ‘Eisenhammer’ poem. And thirty prisoners were squashed in there 
like sardines, grabbing hold of one another in their efforts to get their clothes 
off. When their kit was thrown back to them five minutes later, singed, shrunk 
and stinking of smoke, it was so hot that they could barely touch it. They were 
supposed to get sluiced off as well, but they were packed so tight that this was 
impossible. ‘Delousing’?! The brief burst of warmth had only served to make 
the lice particularly active. At least everyone had them now... And of course 
there was the ‘frisking’, too (the word was suddenly on everyone’s lips, without 
anyone knowing where it had come from). Every single metal object that had 
survived previous ‘friskings’ simply vanished - knives, lighters, spectacle cases, 
spoons. Other items disappeared too, including Breuer’s fountain pen. They had 
found it when patting down his pockets. He had bought it in Vienna in 1928 in 
his first semester at university, and in the intervening fifteen years had never 
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written with anything else. Lecture notes: Prof. Reininger on Kant, Prof. Kalik 
on ‘The German heroic epic’; a few short pieces for the newspaper Wiener 
Neueste Nachrichten, within whose office building in Josefsgasse he had shared 
a flat with three other students; picture postcards sent during his summer 
semester in Geneva - Rousseau Island, Palace of Nations, Evian, Montreux, the 
Dents du Midi; exam scripts written during his spell in Königsberg; and not 
forgetting the corrections in red ink that he had made in his pupils’ school 
exercise books. He had become so used to his pen that he’d been unable to write 
with anything else. Later there were his letters from the front - from Warsaw, 
Paris, Sarajevo, Polonnoye, Kirovograd, Nikolayev, Kursk...  Long monologues, 
often full of tortured questioning. Then there was his very last letter to Irmgard 
from Stalingrad... The cap was chipped at the bottom, it’s true, but apart from 
that the pen had looked like new. And now some bastard had come along with 
his big fat fingers and stolen it. Once again Breuer was overcome with rage - 
and with amazement that he still had the capacity to feel enraged by such things. 

No, it’s not going to get any lighter here. It’s never going to get any lighter here. 
Not unless the sun shines at some point, and this wall with the three air holes in 
it faces south or west. Then if the sun were low enough its rays would reach far 
into the room. They would reach just about as far as the spot where that elderly 
white-haired major is sitting. 

And suddenly Breuer realises where the stench is coming from. 

The major is one of the new people who arrived during the previous night. He’s 
sitting up busying himself with the rags bandaging his feet. Next to him are a 
pair of felt boots and a length of wood trimmed to serve as a walking stick. He 
undoes one of the bandages carefully and with a look of expectancy, as if he 
were unwrapping a birthday present, mumbling quietly to himself as he does so. 
His foot is now exposed - and it is completely black, as if covered with wet tar. 
The major looks at it and shakes his head. Then he puts the bandage back on. 

But the stench persists. It smells just as it did back in Poland during that hot 
autumn when the dead, shrivelled and grey, lay rotting in the ditches bordering 
the army’s approach road, and again in ’41 in Russia when dead horses festered 
in the sun with swollen bellies. 

The lock rattles, the hinges of the iron door squeal. It’s the guard. It’s always the 
same taciturn, vacant-looking guard, never an NCO, never an officer. And 
certainly not the friendly lieutenant colonel who had looked after them in their 
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previous quarters. ‘You will be properly housed and fed’, he’d told them, and 
they had believed him... 

The guard yells something. 

Woken from his sleep, another of the previous night’s new arrivals sits up, 
replies to the guard in Russian, then shouts out: ‘Two men to collect the 
provisions, two men to take the shit bin out!’ 

Breuer looks across at him: that bony face, that sparse flaxen hair - he’s met him 
before.  He was an Adjutant in the Motorised Division, Karpovka sector. He had 
been down a few times before Christmas, when the breakout plans were 
brewing, and the Intelligence people had always given him a lavish welcome. 
There was still plenty of everything back then. 

‘Hello, Leutnant Kuhlemmer!’ 

The lieutenant looks across at him for a brief moment. ‘Hello’, he calls out. 
Coming across Breuer again doesn’t seem to mean very much to him. ‘So no 
one fancies the job, eh? In that case I’ll point the finger!’ 

Four men duly lug the bins out. In the meantime almost everyone has woken up. 
Food! At last! There had been nothing the previous day except a bin of hot 
water. 

Breuer casts his eye over the new arrivals. A staff officer has settled himself 
down crossways just beyond Breuer’s feet - a youngish, broad-shouldered 
lieutenant colonel, greeted by Dumont as ‘Herr Wegener’. On the sleeping-shelf 
to his right sits a Romanian colonel, a lambskin cap on his head. There are also 
two ‘specialist officers’ in air force uniforms, a couple of privates, Leutnant 
Kuhlemmer, and the white-haired major, who’s going on about his supply unit. 
It’s impossible to divine the criteria for deciding who is sent here. 

Next door to him, Colones Dumont is preparing to shave. ‘Wonder if you can 
ask for hot water in here? I could manage with tea if I have to, though the tannin 
would be bad for my skin.’ 

The four men return with the bins. One of them is clearly very heavy. It is full to 
the brim with a steaming liquid. 

‘The bread? Where’s the bread? Hey there, bread! Chleba!’ 
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The guard slams the door shut and locks it. Leutnant Kuhlemmer steps forward 
to do the share-out and obligingly fills people’s mess tins. It is hot water... 

Breuer gulps the water from his mess-tin lid. No bread. Ah well, perhaps there’ll 
be some later on. ‘You will be properly housed and fed’... 

 

And everything had started so well for the first two weeks. The truck had taken 
them to one of the six-storey stone-built structures scattered amongst wooden 
hovels like elephants in a chicken coop. They had been allocated a small 
apartment on the third floor complete with parquet flooring, radiators, toilet. No 
furniture, no electric light, and frozen heating and water pipes - but there was an 
iron stove with its flue pipe sticking out of a window, and a kitchen with a 
cooker. There had only been eight of them in there, and they had been able to 
move around the building more or less at will. A civilian had stood guard in the 
entrance hall on the ground floor - a bent, consumptive-looking man of 
indeterminate age with a red armband and a gun that looked as if it had been left 
behind by a French soldier in 1812. Whenever they came down to chop wood in 
the courtyard or use the makeshift latrines he would give them a friendly, 
toothless grin and say with a completely genuine air ‘Zdravstvuyte!’ and then 
‘Skoro domoy’, meaning ‘Going home soon!’ He stayed there day and night 
without ever being relieved and let everyone pass without asking them where 
they were going or why. His main job was probably to keep an eye on the saw 
and the axe and the stack of hefty tree trunks: they could disappear far more 
quickly than the hobbling and half-starved Germans, who wouldn’t run away in 
any case. Where could they possibly have run to with the temperature at -30 C? 
Their slender life chances depended entirely on the heap of firewood, a few 
round loaves, and a small sack of millet. - No, their initial quarters hadn’t been 
at all bad; they could have survived quite well there. 

 

Colonel Dumont peels off his blankets, elbows himself some space, and sits up. 

‘We’re not getting any bread, so it seems’, he said. ‘We really must do 
something about this. You, the lieutenant over there - you speak Russian, don’t 
you! Couldn’t you...’ 
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‘ “the lieutenant over there”?!’, Kuhlemmer replied testily. ‘Why me? If you’ve 
got all these bright ideas, then bloody well do something yourself. You’re the 
highest-ranking officer, after all!’ 

‘Yes, quite right’, chips in Rickmers, the medical corps colonel who had been 
chatting quietly to Dr Unschlichter. ‘We do need a senior man as our 
spokesman. Herr Dumont, surely?’ 

‘No, no, I beg you!’ bleats Dumont, wearing his invalid’s expression once again. 
‘I’m in such a bad state...  I really do think it’s typhus.’ 

‘Right, then: I’ll do it!’ declares Lieutenant Colonel Wegener, the General Staff 
officer. Standing up with a grunt he does a couple of knee bends, then goes to 
the door. ‘There has to be some kind of commandant in charge of in this shit 
hole!’ 

He hammers against the door with his fist. No response. Picking up the heavy 
stick laid across the latrine bin he smashes it against the metal door so hard that 
the walls reverberate with the noise. 

Heavy footsteps mount the stairs beyond the door. 

‘Sto takoy! - What the hell you want?!’ 

‘Where’s the Commandant? We want to see the Commandant!’ 

‘Nix Commandant!’ The footsteps fade away. 

‘Shit!’ Wegener goes back to his place, lies down, and pulls his blanket over his 
head. 

 

It pains Breuer to the very pit of his stomach to think of the supplies they had 
had during those first two weeks. The Soviet lieutenant colonel - a man with an 
actor’s good looks - had procured them two large, round loaves. Without much 
further ado they had simply cut the loaves into quarters, with the result that each 
man suddenly had a good kilo of lovely, well baked bread in his hands. They 
also had a tin plate full of sugar, and a small sack of millet. They had stared at it 
in bewilderment to start with, poking their finger into it and tasting it. They had 
never come across millet before, except perhaps as bird seed. But the two 
garrulous Romanians knew all about it, grabbed the sack, disappeared into the 
kitchen, and crashed around in there with much clattering and shouting. Their 
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spoons stood up in the resulting straw-coloured porridge - which tasted so good 
that it seemed like the stuff of dreams. The Russian lieutenant colonel, who 
looked like the film-star Harry Piel with his deep-set eyes beneath thick 
eyebrows, watched until they had eaten their fill, and then delivered a little 
speech.  

‘You thought you all get shot here, no?’ he said with a sweeping hand gesture. 
‘That what your propaganda tell you. But Soviet Union is nation of culture. She 
is generous. She not return evil with evil. We keep international agreements. 
You will be treated correct. And when war over and fascism finished, you go 
home to your country or any country you like.’ 

Colonel Dumont expressed his gratitude in fulsome phrases. He spoke of the 
great Soviet Union, such a courageous opponent by whom they had been 
honourably vanquished and in whose noble-mindedness they were so bold as to 
place their trust. - It was an excruciatingly embarrassing performance; even the 
Russian officer was round-eyed with amazement. 

‘You attacked us! You fascists! You all criminals!’ And with that he was gone. 

It’s true: it wasn’t necessarily just Dumont’s pronouncements that put them in 
this stinking hole. Over time the little flat really had become intolerably full. 
New people had kept arriving, in twos and threes. An official from Admin, a 
flak sergeant, Romanians, two privates who could only speak broken German, a 
military court official...  And there were just two loaves every other day - for 10, 
then for 16, 24, 30... Sharing out the bread had become almost impossible by the 
end, and was always accompanied by arguments and shouting. The rooms also 
became extremely crowded. People could at least wander around the yard 
whenever they wanted to; they could saw or chop wood, and have primitive 
conversations with the guard by exchanging scraps of German and Russian. 
Some were too lazy or too weak to climb the three floors via the half-finished, 
banister-less stairwell. The tiled floor of the toilet was soon covered with a 
yellowish layer of ice, and the broken toilet pan filled with an ever higher 
pyramid of frozen faeces. Very little else had happened during that whole time. 
On the floor below, a Russian captain had logged everyone’s personal details, 
helped by a secretary who also served as interpreter. 

‘Haff you a house, an estate, a factory?’ 
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‘No!’ - The Russians were amazed that so few Germans owned estates or 
factories. 

‘What your nationality?’ 

‘German.’ 

‘But you say you born in Vienna? You Austrian!’  

The military court official shrugged his shoulders. ‘Fine - whatever you say!’ 

And then the lieutenant colonel who looked like Harry Piel had mentioned a 
move to new quarters. ‘You will be properly housed and fed’, he declared; he’d 
been to check the quarters himself, he claimed, ‘and I give you my word as an 
officer’... 

 

The key rattles in the lock: it must be dinner time. 

Provisions ready for collection! Two men carry out the empty food bin. 
Everyone sits up, waiting. After a few minutes the men heave the bin back in. It 
is full to the brim. A couple of glistening pools of fat are floating on its steaming 
surface. 

Kuhlemmer wields the ladle. The men silently hand him their mess tins, waiting 
to see whether anything else appears besides the water. Kuhlemmer plunges the 
ladle right down to the bottom, but there is nothing there. 

They swallow the hot liquid in silence. It tastes like dishwater. 

Throughout the rest of the day almost no one speaks. 

In the evening the bin is re-filled - with more hot water. 

 

[END OF SAMPLE] 


